
P h y s i c s                            name ____________________________________  period ______  

Inv-13 Expan V --More Torque Problems & Vector Products   sheet # _____    
1.) What are the units of torque?  __________  What are the units of work?  ___________  Then what the heck is 
the difference?

2.) What is the difference between the fulcrum (pivot point) of an object and its natural balance point (NBP) or center 
of mass (CM)?

3.) Show by drawing and labeling a simple situation involving torque  how  you can say that gravity assumes ALL the 
weight of a uniform board acts as if it is  at the NBP  of a rigid body.  (Remember,  “There is no stick” ) 

4a.) Take notes over the material on the overhead of the wrench twisting the bolt with the force at an angle. 
4b.) Say a fisherman inclines a fishing pole to the horizontal  at an angle of 20° as shown in the fig below,  what is the 
torque exerted by the  fish about an axis perpendicular to the page and passing through the hand of the person 
holding the pole?

                            20°
          37°

  hand acts here                         2 m

         100 N fish

4c.) On the figure above, draw the radial vector (r) with an arrow,; draw the Line of Action  (LOA) with an extended 
dashed line from the head and tail of the  force  vector ;  draw the lever arm with a thick dark line.

5.) A torque of 80 ft-lbs is put on a rear wheel sprocket (radius = 4.0 in.) connected to a bicycle wheel (radius = 1.2 foot).  
a.) How many lbs of force is the chain putting on the sprocket?
b.)How many lbs of friction must be applied by the road to keep the bicycle at a constant speed?  



6.) Fill in the blanks to provide the definition of vector product:

The product of two vectors A (with components  ____ ,  _____ ,  and _____)  and B  (with 
components ___ ,  ____ ,  and ____ ) is given by the determinant of the following 3 x 3 matrix:
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7.) Explain how you can use your right hand to determine the direction of the torque vector if you are given the radius 
vector and the force vector.

8a.) Show to the right  how you represent a vector coming out of the page:  (remember Macbeth)  

8b.) Show to the right  how  you represent a vector going into the page:  

9.) The following irregularly shaped objects are undergoing an unbalanced torque. Using the origin as a reference, draw 
the following radius and force vectors and show how and where you would represent the torque vector.
Show how you determine the torque below each graph.        
 r =(10 i  +  6 j) m   F = ( -3 i  +  12j )N       r =  (8 i  +  15 j) ft    F  = (12 i  - 10j) lbs

    τ =   i    j    k      τ =   i    j    k         
origin (forced axis  =               origin (forced axis             =

of rotation)                                 of rotation)
    

10.) So . . . torque is always in the 3rd dimension, but does that third dimension have to be the z axis?   For instance if 
the Force and lever arm were in the x , z axis,  what axis would the torque vector be in? _____ Briefly explain and 
give a couple other possibilities

answers: 1 - 3) YD  4b.) -168 Nm   5a.) 240  lbs   5b.) 66.7 lbs    9.) 138 k  Nm  ;    -260 k  Nm    10.) YD


